From
The Additional Chief Secretary to Govt, Haryana, Transport Department.

To
The Director,
State Transport Haryana,
Chandigarh.

Memo No. 19/2/2013-2(I)
Dated Chandigarh, the 25-11-2019

Subject: Providing of free travelling facility to one attendant accompanying with cancer patient in Haryana Roadways Ordinary Buses.

Reference your office TRA No. 19909 dated 6-11-2019 on the subject noted above.

2. In continuation of Government Memo No. 19/2/2013-2(I) dated 31-12-2013, sanction of the Governor of Haryana is hereby accorded for free travelling facility to the one attendant accompanying with cancer patient in Haryana Roadways Ordinary Buses as per following terms and conditions:

1. The facility will be provided to the one attendant accompanying with cancer patient of Haryana for treatment and follow up purposes within or outside Haryana hereafter referred as both to the designated cancer institute's mentioned in their I Card issued by the Health Department.

2. Free travel facility shall be allowed from the nearest bus stand/depot of the native village of the patient upto the designated institute and for shortest/direct route to such institutes.

3. The I cards issued by the Health Department to the cancer patient shall be countersigned by the designated officer of the Haryana Roadways and proper record shall be maintained in Haryana Roadways regarding number of cancer patients and name and station of Institutes designated to him for treatment/follow up purposes.

4. Roadways Department will calculate average travel fare for 15 visits between the bus station near to patients’ home and treating institute (Name of the two treating institutes will be mentioned on the ID card as per patient’s option, one visit to and fro). However, in order to avoid multiple calculations, it was decided that calculation of modalities may be on the basis of fixed average distance i.e. 150 Kms per single side of journey*.

5. Demand for the funds will be raised quarter/half yearly on the basis of funds calculated for beneficiaries on the basis of total number of I cards countersigned and fund will be provided by Finance Department.

6. Receipt for the funds transferred will be issued on actual receipt of funds and in case of line transfer through Treasury Challan, a copy of Challan will serve the purpose.

7. The funds can be transferred directly through on line transfer into the receipt head “1055-Road Transport-201-Haryana Roadways-97-Haryana Roadways Chandigarh-97-Mics receipt or through DD in favour of Director State Transport Haryana, Chandigarh.”
8. Department will provide Utilization Certificate to Health Department NCD Division O/o DGHS, Haryana, Panchkula. The copy of Challan or receipt will be issued on actual receipt of funds.

9. Haryana Roadways will instruct bus conductors (Haryana Roadways) to allow cancer patients with one attendant to perform the Journey on the production of Cancer ID Card.

This facility is to be extended for one attendant along with cancer patient. However it is also made clear that the journey for attendant will be free along with cancer patients only and he cannot claim free travelling alone or travelling other than places designated for treatment/mentioned on I-Card of patient.

Further as per CM's orders earnest efforts be made to seek funds from GOI through the next year's PIP of NHM.

This issues with the concurrence of Finance Department conveyed vide their U.O. No. 12/7/2016-S.S/33550, dated 18-11-2019.

(SANGITA SHARMA)
Superintendent Transport-II,
for Additional Chief Secretary to Government of Haryana,
Transport Department, Chandigarh.

Endst No. 19/2/2013-2T[II] Dated Chandigarh, the 35-11-2019

A copy is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:
1. The Principal Accountant General (A&E) and (Audit) Haryana, Chandigarh.
2. The Director General, Health Service, Sector-6, Panchkula.

(SANGITA SHARMA)
Superintendent Transport-II,
for Additional Chief Secretary to Government of Haryana,
Transport Department, Chandigarh.

A copy is forwarded to the Additional Chief Secretary to Government of Haryana Finance Department W.r.t. their U.O. No. 12/7/2016-S.S/33550, dated 18-11-2019 for information and necessary action.

(SANGITA SHARMA)
Superintendent Transport-II,
for Additional Chief Secretary to Government of Haryana,
Transport Department, Chandigarh.

To
The Additional Chief Secretary to Government of Haryana
Finance Department (in S.S Br.)

U.O. No. 19/2/2013-2T[II] Dated Chandigarh, the 35-11-2019